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1. Introduction
1.1 Project Description
The following document is a record of the reviews and recommendations for the proposed product, CHIMNI,
which attempts to envision a BIM (Buildings Information Modelling / Management) system suitable for use by nonspecialist homeowners. This document reviews a range of software that features aspects of BIM and related
services, and recommends a range of development approaches for the creation of consumer focussed BIM
software tools.

1.2 Summary of Recommendations
We recommend that an application architecture be built using the following technologies:
HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript for the user interface, possibly featuring three.js, Babylon.js or SceneJS to speed up
development. EITHER Python/Django or Ruby as development options for the business logic / application layer,
and mongoDB for any database due to its flexible, ‘schemaless’ design (perfect for projects where structure is yet
to be defined), although MySQL would suffice if and when a data structure is realised. The CHIMNI file format
should be entirely based on the IFC file format as this is the most appropriate method of interoperating with
international standards. For specification design we recommend a user-centred design approach where the
application and all features are developed as a paper prototype from a list of known user-needs attained via
structured surveys, leading to a printed wireframe that can be tested by users before any software development
begins.
In order to understand what software systems would be appropriate for the development of interoperable, webbased BIM tools, and validate the choices presented within this document, an overview of BIM features, BIM
penetration, BIM structure, BIM formats and BIM Maturity (for broadly assessing user requirements) was
conducted and is now presented.

2. BIM Overview
2.1.1

BIM Features

BIM is a term used to describe the use of computer assisted 3D modelling within the Architecture, Engineering
and Construction sector. BIM deals with methods for sharing 3D models in order to improve communications with
collaborating partners when working on large construction projects. BIM is seen as a modern requirement due to
the large amount of information and high numbers of participating individuals involved in the design and
construction process. Stakeholders must be in receipt of effective communications regarding any large building
design and construction project. BIM allows for this by treating 3D model formats as both holders of geometry
data and also other information key to construction, and sharing it between computers at predetermined intervals.
BIM project management centres around timelines for completion on projects, allowing stakeholders to comanage construction in various phases.
The simplest description of the core user workflow and requirements for BIM are as follows
•
•

Assist in the planning, design, building and management of large projects.
Allow users to view, edit & update cost, schedule, construction risks and check feasibility of a project
1

The shared model is designed to exist at the centre of the project in these cases .
1

There is some disagreement about the extent to which this is necessary. For example :
http://open.bimreal.com/bim/index.php/2012/08/05/there-is-no-central-bim-model-the-reference-model-concept/
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2.1.2

BIM Penetration

The primary aim of BIM is to reduce the cost of development by increasing the quality and speed of
communications. Despite large uptake by architects of BIM software (primarily REVIT
http://www.autodesk.co.uk/products/revit-family/overview, and Navisworks
http://www.autodesk.co.uk/products/navisworks/overview, both developed by Autodesk
http://www.autodesk.co.uk/, makers of 3D Studio and leading CAD software since 1982), BIM is not as widely
used in residential construction, possibly because it is still in its infancy in terms of market impact.
For example, Constructech Magazine’s 2012 report on BIM in the industry
(http://www.constructech.com/resources/subscriber_services/IT_Playbook.aspx) demonstrates only 20% of BIM
users from within the construction industry have been able to calculate a return on BIM investment, with the
majority of BIM implementations leading to no observable return. In addition, at present, there is an extremely
small number of people interoperating with BIM approaches for small, consumer focused projects, despite large
amounts of advocacy from those within the commercial IT sector.

2.1.3

BIM Structure

BIM is described with direct reference to data dimensionality. This gives the impression that the dimensionality of
BIM data is highly structured, when in fact it is not. CAD files with BIM information can be augmented with data
about all the objects in the design, including type, size, and materials (quantities and properties) of building
components. Also, geographical information can be included. The information can be structured in a range of
ways.
3D BIM is identical to the first three dimensions of any 3D representation, and in its simplest form can be
represented mathematically as a series of position vectors (x,y,z). This is 3D BIM. Like most 3D formats, a wide
variety of additional information can accompany the model vector (up to the maximum encode-able by the data
type). Any additional data (for example, materials) can be included at this point.
4D BIM relates specifically to the scheduling of a building’s construction. It is not clear if this will be a key aspect
of the CHIMNI specification, but it is the one of most important aspect in terms of BIM maturity (see below). 4D
BIM allows architects and engineers to schedule and review construction progress relating to a 3D model of a
building.
5D BIM relates to the introduction of cost data into the central model. Again, the point at which this becomes
2
relevant to the CHIMNI project is not yet defined . The chief advantage of this aspect of BIM is that when updating
the model, the cost of the project is also updated, and new plans made available to all stakeholders working on
the project – for example, those sourcing materials.
6D BIM incorporates information regarding the life cycle and management of the property. In the case of CHIMNI
this can include any relevant data, as decided by the application design.
7D BIM incorporates abandonment.
It is always assumed that a design and construction model must exist. Also there should be a facilities,
maintenance, energy and electronics models. What information there is, and in what format, is not uniquely
specified, and is handled differently by different BIM applications.

2.1.4

BIM Formats

There are a large number of 3D formats that are suitable for use with respect to the delivery of BIM products and
services. For example, any 3D model compatible with CAD formats (e.g. 3DS, OBJ) can be used to generate a
BIM compliant model, and these extend to the hundreds. However, there are a selection of file formats used
2

It is unknown if potential users will be costing all aspects of their building’s walls, doors and windows, although the cost of replacements can
be substituted.
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within the industry that dominate. These include autoCAD formats DWG, DWF, dwfx, DXF and related file
formats. DWFs are snapshots of a model at a specific stage of development, intended to represent design data,
and are generally never used for updating BIM 3D models. DWF files mainly consist of zipped (compressed) XML
3
and image formats, and can be imported, edited and exported by software such as Autodesk Revit . DWF is an
open format, but the manner and type of information that it can represent does not reflect ISO standards.
2.1.4.1

IFC - Industry Foundation Classes

IFC is an ISO standard that contains geometry and data. It was established by the International Alliance for
Interoperability (IAI, which included Autocad, now known as buildingSMART http://www.buildingsmart.org/) in
1995. IFC (ISO standard 16739:2013) is based on architecture defined for product data exchange supported by
the defense, shipping and aerospace industries: STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product model data).
IFC is regarded as necessary for information delivery and data sharing on all government projects internationally.
The standard now uses ‘property sets’ which allow for the definition of objects that are outside the definition of any
universally accepted schema. This means that any data regarding a building can be added using a property set
approach. The current IFC revision has been described as a “major refresh of the format, and offers the most
promise for the development of new BIM applications.
The buildingSMART group are now advocating the use of the “BIM Collaboration Format (BCF)”, developed by
the Open BIM movement, and incorporating IFC. In addition, the open BIM initiative supports IFC as the main
interoperable format.

2.1.5

Levels of Maturity

BIM systems exist at various levels of maturity depending on the scope and level of information and integration
within which they operate.
The level of maturity that a proposed BIM system or usage might reach falls within categories as applied by the
UK Government BIS BIM strategy Report, which can be found at http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/03/BIS-BIM-strategy-Report.pdf
The proposed CHIMNI project possibly incorporates elements of a BIM system as indicated at Level 1 BIM
maturity i.e. a “managed CAD in 2D or 3D format with a collaborative tool providing a common data environment
with a standardised approach to data structure and format.”
However, the project brief may require elements of BIM existing beyond Level 1 maturity, for example,
interoperation with international standards, described as falling within the category indicated as level 3 maturity
(“…compliant with emerging Industry Foundation Class (IFC) standards. This level of BIM will utilise 4D
construction sequencing, 5D cost information and 6D project lifecycle management information…”).
As such, the maturity of the BIM system proposed is potentially at the highest level possible for BIM.

2.2 Usage and Scope
Given the above, for home-owner / consumer / non-professional BIM, there is limited data on what information
home owners would like to see in a proposed consumer BIM product, or what they would most likely use BIM for,
or how information consumers would like to see would be represented in existing BIM standards. What benefits
will BIM provide? This final point is crucial in assessing the value of adopting interoperating standards for BIM
across consumer and professional stakeholders, and so the recommendations within this document are very
broad in this sense, in that they attempt to define a development pathway for such a system.

3

The most widely used industry standard BIM software.
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Before any software development takes place, questions regarding homeowner BIM features and their priorities
would have to be formally interrogated and a full specification and wireframe developed through a competent
user-centred design process. Information on how this might be approached is indicated in the Appendices.
As the outcomes of these processes are not yet available, the recommendations within this document can only be
broadly defined with respect to standard user interface and user interaction guidelines given the available
infrastructure and an assumed, exemplar competitor analysis based on the view that consumer interactions would
and should follow those of existing BIM users, such as the architectural, buildings engineering and construction
industries.

3. Technical review of existing software systems
What follows is a brief description of a range of software that intersects with user requirements that may be of
interest to homeowners using BIM systems. Some of the systems described are targeted at architects and DIY
enthusiasts engaged in residential property development, and as such they might prove useful touchstones for
future CHIMNI development depending on specific identification of user needs. Interview notes regarding user
experience and feedback are available in the appendices.

3.1 Analysis of Existing Potential Competitors and Relevant
Systems
3.1.1

OrthoGraph Architect 3D CAD IFC/DXF floorplanner with BIM support.

OrthoGraph Architect is a fully featured iPad application for residential BIM file construction and use. Orthograph
is a native iOS application compiled using the Apple LLVM compiler from Objective C and C++. It in all likelihood
uses Apple Core Graphics technology for its floorplan constructer interface. It also makes use of the OpenGLES
(Embedded Systems graphics) for building walkthroughs and flythroughs. Performance appears robust although
probably not for complex models, but is very able for to support the majority of standard BIM requirements for the
residential market. It advertises itself as ‘BIM ready’, but the range of additional services is restricted to available /
standard BIM - 3D models, floor planning and cloud storage / sharing.
OrthoGraph can integrate with modern, low cost, handheld laser measuring tools to enter data via Bluetooth
communications. The target is consumer home BIM integration for architects working on consumer housing
projects where the house already exists. The Native iOS application coss around 80 dollars, with support for a
range of contemporary laser scanners. Exports to Revit compatible formats for 50 dollars, and import costs 100
dollars. The software is apparently award winning, but has terrible customer reviews. The forum has 140
members with 350 total posts so market penetration is very small. Not a consumer application.

3.1.2

BIMx - Building Information Model Explorer.

BIMx is a mid-featured iPad application for BIM, with architects being the primary target. It is a native iOS
application compiled using the Apple LLVM compiler from Objective C and C++, using standard graphics libraries
in those languages to increase speed of execution and leverage native processing.
It features a 2D-sliced view mode, echoing existing Revit features that architects will be familiar with. Designed for
BIM viewing and project presentation, there are no specific BIM features other than standard model features. Free
to download but BIMx doc model viewer (to import models) costs 65 euros. Award winning, but no customer
reviews. Unclear what the BIM elements are, other than allowing mobile users the ability to view 3D models and
2D floorplans as part of a project.

3.1.3

GoBIM Bimfile Exporter
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This is an extraordinarily simple file exporter that allows files to be exported and viewed via a website. Very
simple system but solves the problem of viewing a BIM file produced in Revit, Rhino (3D modeling software), and
Digital Project. It is a native iOS application compiled using the Apple LLVM compiler from Objective C and C++.
Files are transferred via iTunes, then exported in a proprietary GoBim format, and finally uploaded to a webserver
for viewing in a mobile browser. Cannot support GL in the browser as yet as such support is not available until
iOS 8.

3.1.4

Revit Viewer:

Native windows application developed through standard MSDN approaches.
Free application for windows that can be used by anyone to view Revit files, complete with all 2D, 3D and BIM
elements. Files cannot be modified. However, you can export the DWF or print. Also, connects to the cloud
storage so that all work being carried out on the project is in sync. This product is basically identical to Revit, but
free and changes cannot be saved.

3.1.5

Homestyler

Adobe Flash application from Autodesk. Very full-featured floorplanning application that sets a gold standard for
BIM interoperability on the web. This is significant competition. As its coming from Autodesk, integration with
professional formats and approaches, e.g. revit BIM is simple and cheap to implement. A prototype such as this is
sufficient to test the viability of fully-fledged floorplanning for the purposes of integrating BIM at some stage. The
target market for this application is DIY designers. Flash technology is slow and outdated, also restricting the use
of the application to Windows and Mac Desktops – mobile users cannot use the service.
The application is sluggish.

3.1.6

Smartdraw

This is not a web-aware application, and is a windows only native application. Allows import/export of files but not
in standard BIM compliant formats. Barely a competitor but does allow for the creation of plans.

3.1.7

Gliffy

A JavaScript web application for creating graphics using graphical templates or ‘glyphs’. Has some floorplanrelevant elements but mainly for populating rooms drawn using straight lines. Also good for wireframe
development for software specification. A very thorough and well-specified implementation for a drawing program,
executed through contemporary HTML5 approaches. Technically the most efficient and well-targeted
implementation of the pack, with the most sustainable architecture.

3.1.8

Amikasa

This is a video demo of a product that looks suspiciously like an Adobe Flash application. The service demo has
been in place for nearly 5 years and the product has not been released to the public. It functions as a use case for
a UI developer. The main advertised function of the product is to provide brands with a mechanism to sell through
to consumers.

3.1.9

Floorplanner

This is a fully featured homestyler competitor with the ability to use stitching to create a plan of a user’s home.
Targeted at DIY enthusiasts. It has also been developed entirely in Adobe Flash and so therefore suffers from
similar issues.
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3.1.10 Magicplan
Creates a floorplan through photographs. Stitching is badly implemented but this is not a surprise as there are a
number of significant signal processing challenges relating to this. However, it’s quite accurate and exports to
Autocad formats, so is immediately compatible with existing BIM. The software is a native iOS application and so
is a binary developed in Objective C/C++.

3.1.11 Roomscan
This is a native iOS application and so compiled with the LLVM compiler from Objective C/C++. It uses sensor
information (gyro, accelerometer, gps) combined with a specific interaction approach (‘dead reckoning’) based on
converging data. Great product but not that accurate – only works well to within a foot. Exports to DXF also
compatible with Autodesk.

3.1.12 Acoustic Ruler
More or less the same idea as Roomscan but using delay times to detect reflections. If you have soft furnishings
it won’t work so well, but is reasonably accurate and a fast way to measure room sizes without specialist
equipment.

3.2 Language Specification Summary
The mobile applications on the list have been developed using Native code (C/C++) and so are fast, robust, and
feature a potentially (but not guaranteed) more rewarding user experience. The home scanning applications
dictate a mobile approach, and native processing helps with this element. However, it’s clear that estimating the
room sizes and simply entering new data by hand as a number is a common approach with respect to the room
drawing tools, and it works. The iPad BIM viewers and floor BIM modeling apps are of very high quality with
respect to the number of features and solutions/services.
The most coherent, sustainable and compliant implementation is in HTML5/CSS3/Javascript, which is the current
best practice approach. This creates a high level of browser compatibility and does not require plugins. It is also
much faster than other approaches and allows for data interoperability to be implemented more simply. It can also
function on mobile devices.
The most visually appealing web-based software analysed as part of this process was created in Adobe Flash.
Flash is favoured by graphic designers but is considered a redundant technology by many developers due to its
lack of support for mobile, and it’s poor support from core Flash developers with respect to performance and
feature operations (such as database querying).

3.3 File Format Compatibility Summary
All of the above drawing / viewing systems are able to export and import in traditional CAD formats.

3.4 BIM Compatibility
It seems clear that any BIM project must support IFC as standard, and that it is the most sensible format to adopt
when developing a BIM product. As all other formats, including proprietary formats, need to support IFC, it will
continue to be used across all BIM contexts. However, none of the above competitors appear to effectively export
in IFC format.
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4. Technical Recommendations
4.1 Initial Draft List of Services
From the existing CHIMNI documentation, a draft list of potential services has been drawn up. This list
enumerates each potential service in no particular order. In order to move forward from any potential service list,
developers are required to generate a separate specification for each potential service, for example through usercentred design principles. In addition, there may be some functions that are duplicates in terms of business logic
rd
(such as ‘Input dimensions from 3 party application & input plan from other drawing system) and so require
exactly the same code in places. Most importantly, the list of potential services suggests a design pattern and
language approach, and so recommendations regarding these aspects of development can be given.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Input dimensions from 3rd party application
Input plan from other drawing system
Share plans on social networking sites
Input key dimensions and change wall layouts etc
Drag and drop items onto plan
Drag and drop system for pulling fixed furnishing and furniture items onto plan
Design features to be dragged onto drawing from library list
Product(s) information (links to manufacturers web manuals)
Floor plan scrapbook
Rooms linking to other services
Decoration/design scrapbook
Insurance inventory service
Smart device application - product information from 3rd parties
Utilities facilities
Inventory system
Land registration (companies provide this info along with floor planning and surveying services)

4.2 Development Options: Comparison and Evaluation
From examining the technical review of software that shares some specification elements with the CHIMNI draft
list of services above in section 3 above, the development options are as follows:

4.2.1

HTML5/CSS3/Javascript

The standard for the modern web. Can be used to create applications that integrate with robust business logic
systems such as Python, Ruby, PHP etc. Features a range of graphics approaches. JavaScript Canvas is
supported by all modern browsers, and libraries such as three.js provide rich WebGL authoring with automatic
‘canvas’ fallback for optimum compatibility. JavaScript offers high quality, client side, ‘photorealistic’, pixel
accurate real-time rendering, and fluid graphical interaction supported by fast JavaScript interpretation. Works on
mobile and desktop, no plugins required. Labour costs are low and labour market is relatively well resourced.

4.2.2

Adobe Flash

Vector based drawing system, designed for delivery of graphics across low-bandwidth networks. Flash sites tend
to adopt a ‘cartoon’ feel as a result of vector-based, optimised drawing approach. Flash requires a plugin in order
to operate and not many browsers have the latest version. Flash can be slow, and it is known to eat CPU cycles,
creating sluggish user interfaces. There are a great many Flash developers, but the majority are not programmers
due to its focus on animation as a core part of the development process. Flash does not as easily integrate with
external data sources as some other development environments.

4.2.3

Native Application Development

C++/Obj C approaches are required when attempting to create 3D applications on smartphones / tablets,
although iOS 8 will support webGL, meaning that WebGL on mobile will soon be possible. Native coding is
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challenging and so there are fewer programmers available for this kind of work. However, it can be very
successful in terms of performance.
On windows, .Net development is very popular amongst IT trainees with limited cross-platform programming
knowledge. .Net is not as efficient as most native approaches but workforce is reasonably cheap and systems
come with their own bespoke web services tools (asp.net, IIS, SQL server) that integrates easily into the
developer workflow. However, this approach suffers from being Windows-only focused for desktop applications,
and Windows developers tend not to be highly specialised. MSDN – led development approaches primarily follow
design patterns that are aimed at enterprise software development. Surprisingly few successful consumer-level
web applications use asp dot net SQL as an approach.

4.3 Development Models
There are a range of development options that will each have a large impact on the cost, speed, efficiency and
portability of the application. Each option requires decisions to be made regarding the nature of the application’s
use. For example, if a high level of business logic is required, a multitier or multilayer approach may be required.
However, if the final application is a web application where the database contains all information about formats
and changes are acceptable, then a database model will be sufficient.
In view of these different potential approaches, we assume that any number of models may or may not be
appropriate. In this way we will propose a three-tiered structure with UI, a simple application layer for logic, and a
database layer.
Current development strategies highlight extreme methods of coding that can respond well to shifting
requirements. This benefits project management where specifications drift due to challenges in funding,
investment, or management style, that drive prioritisation of features on an ad-hoc basis. However, this approach
ultimately leads to a higher development cost. So-called Agile methodologies are suitable in these situations. If
there is a large development team and an otherwise large budget/development timeline, this approach is
appropriate.
In opposition to the agile approach, a Waterfall method can be used. Waterfall requires a robust management
approach, and strict adherence to user and functional specifications. Defining these specifications requires skill
and patience.
A most appropriate and cost effective development model is user-centred design, where user needs are profiled,
and software is designed in response to these needs inasmuch as they intersect with the business plan of the
developer. The key stages and approaches for user-centred design are outlines in the appendix. User centred
design begins with surveys and prototyping. This approach avoids coding until a specification is wireframed and
user tested with the core audience. Once a wireframe has been designed and tested, a functional specification is
written and development occurs using waterfall methodology.

4.4 User Interface Development Recommendations
The most appropriate and broadly compatible approach for user interface development of any web application is
HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript, as it is the standard MVC (model/view/controller) approach for interaction on the web,
driving the majority of all internet applications.
JavaScript is an excellent mechanism for handling and controlling user data and interactions. In addition,
development is swift through the use of specially created libraries for graphics, notabley three.js, GLGE,
Babylon.js, PhiloGL and SceneJS. SceneJS is used in the prototpe ‘Bim Surfer’ application, part of the Open Bim
project.
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4.5 Logic / Application Recommendations
As HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript as been recommended for the UI layer, the logic layer will need to be compatible.
Systems for logic layers include .Net/asp.net, PHP or Python (Django) and RUBY. Dot Net could still be used
here but it is not free, nor is it as powerful as competitors such as Python or RUBY.
Workflow type is assumed to be human, with interaction driven events. No automated scripting / batch update
services, database management systems, system overviews etc. will be necessary. Options for logic
MS services are less compatible, more expensive and more time-consuming for development of web service
software. PHP is definitely an option, but not as fast as Python or Ruby without significant development time.
Python leads to very fast development as a result of Django, as does Ruby, which is perfect for creating scalable
web-based services due to its speed and interoperability with a range of data sources. For these reasons, we
recommend Python or Ruby as the choice for this element of development.
Business logic can be placed within the model of a model-view-controller application unless the application being
specific is to be an enterprise level application. At present, these relate primarily to user interactions and so all
business logic will need to be query-able by the presentation layer for user interaction feedback.

4.6 Database Design and Compatibility
The database structure should, inasmuch as is feasible, integrate with existent open standards approaches. As
the user requirements are not known, and the potential data fields undefined, it seems logical to recommend
mongoDB as this will allow the database to be structured using agile methodology throughout the user testing
process. MongoDB is ‘schemaless’ in that it has a flexible schema that allows developers to add data fields in an
ad-hoc way without compromising speed and efficiency. The database should integrate data similar to openBIM
methods, representing IFC data files within its own structure, following the format for IFC as indicated in the IFC
documentation available here: http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC4/final/html/. As Mongo is a schemaless
design, additional data fields representing ‘Property Sets’ can be incorporated in response to user-needs without
compromising data integrity.
Within the Opensource BIM collective, data is in a format with fields compatible with IFC as a standard. Tools
such as BimServer and BimSurfer have an existing architecture that will superimpose BIM information via IFC
across a range of tools. In addition to lowering the threshold to developing BIM applications, it provides an open
framework for the development of BIM services, whilst providing export formats and interoperability with all major
BIM implementations. It also provides CITYGML and COLLADA export support, with optimised geometry.
If at all possible, the CHIMNI database design and compatibility approach should echo that taken by the open
source BIM collective. Interoperability is license free, and delivers IFC compatibility, which is a requirement. Also,
IFC export allows data to move between other services like Revit and others.

EOF
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APPENDIX
Appendix A. Introductory Reading on Usability & User-Centred
Design
Five Elements Model : Jesse James Garrett, The Elements of User
Experience, 2011.
http://www.jjg.net/elements/
http://www.verynicesites.com/
http://www.webpagesthatsuck.com/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles/paper-prototyping/
Personas: practical advice and resources
James Costa (2011) Personas: Putting the Focus Back on the User,
UX Booth.
Alex Horstmann (2009) Personas and how to increase the quality of
solutions, BlobFisk.com
David Travis (2009), How to create personas your design team will
believe in, Userfocus
Kim Goodwin (2001) Perfecting your personas, Cooper
Further reading on personas
Alan Cooper (1998) The Inmates Are Running The Asylum
Alan Cooper (2003) The origin of personas, Cooper.
Frank Long (2009) Real or Imaginary: The effectiveness of using
personas in product design, Proc. Irish Ergonomics Society Annual
Conference, May 2009, p1-10, Dublin. Online at frontend.com
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Appendix C. Notes and Feedback From User Studies
Summary feedback on the CHIMNI specification: Please be aware that these are summary notes
from user’s comments about software that has been user-tested, and not the opinions of the software
designer.
•

•

•

There is too much focus on the user constructing and filling floor plans, rather than the user having
existing plans to maintain. To be able to compare to floor planning systems, the project system needs
to cut out the processes that will take the users time and go straight to the key elements of property
management.
The system needs to fulfill basic functionality for the user. Floor planning systems can be very time
consuming to use as there is a lot of functionality included in them, whereas the management system
needs to be much more straight forward with the focus on more practical elements.
The furniture layer seems unnecessary, the homeowners would not want be focusing on furnishing
or decorative elements of the system, but elements that will contribute towards maintenance of the
property.

Summary feedback on potential competitor applications:
HomeStyler - Website gives options of creating a new design or look within a gallery of rated plans and have the choice to
copy these plans to extend on. The plans are 3D model based.
Create new design page - gives the options of creating a new design from scratch, uploading an image of a floor plan to work
on or choosing an already made plan to work on. Uses a grid layout for guidance and structure. User can build in 2D and
convert to 3D for viewing. Easily adjustable dimensions and measurements, using a drag feature. A broad variety of types of
features. When placing objects, the selections are given through companies that sell the products, giving better business for
these companies. Furnishings included, divided into categories of different rooms. Decorating included, gives options of
walls and flooring, art, electronics(entertainment purpose) and lighting. Landscape and outdoor section, includes choosing of
terrain, plants and outdoor features/furniture. The website helps to create a real life view/simulation of what the user would
want to create going down to the right specifics. The platform is too complex for what is needed for the brief, there is too
much focus on aesthetics of the plan than more of the functionality of it.
The user can take pictures of the design from many views and environments, this wouldn’t be such a necessary feature for the
brief. But the images of the plans need to show all relevant details so that other consumers can fully analyse and adjust
what’s necessary. The website provides a shopping list options of what items the user has added for if they wish to purchase
them (presenting relevant sites). Website gives the user the option to share their plans through Facebook, Twitter, Email,
Pinterest, Google+ and many more options of networks. The user can construct as many floors as they like, specifying the
dimensions of wall height and thickness. Any large scale designs seem to slow down things a bit, creating the possibility of
being too time consuming for the user. User can upload their portfolio within the design community for feedback and
discussion. There is also an application version of the system that can be used for phones and tablets. The website represents
a page of professionals such as architects, product designers and interior designers. There is a product catalog section that
users can browse and be directed to websites that sell certain products.
Overview: the website creates a realistic, in-depth view of the structure and design of their plans. However, this way of
working is very time consuming and complex, especially for a homeowner that wants to create a simple floor plan for
professional purposes. There is no focus on any functionality of the plans, it solely focuses on aesthetics and structure. This
system would not be user friendly for an audience with basic computing experience, the website seems to have more of a
focus on users that are either within the design industry or have a passion for creating these designs (it isn’t a quick or simple
process). Free to create an account and use system, no indication of paying further along the line. Application is also free.
*SmartDraw - Only works on windows. System allows you to transfer plans into regular programs the user may use.
Software is for flow charts, organised charts and floor plans. A free trail for 7 days then software has to be purchased.
The software provides room outlines or the choice to make a custom floor plan. There is a wide selection of different types of
room outlines. It also provides outlines, which include details such as furnishings, for all different types of rooms for floor
plan. When an outline is selected, it automatically gives the dimensions. These can be easily adjusted in many ways by
dragging. Doors and window can be added along with guidance of adjustments and dimension and area changes. The display
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of the plan is a lot more basic and simple to use compared to others. It allows to add all decorative features for specific rooms
and any objects added can be customised in a very simple way as if using a Microsoft office software for example. The plans
are only displayed in a 2D form and the objects are kept as very simple drawings with descriptions. The software also
includes features of being able to add electrical features, water facilities etc which is a great element to have within the brief
as it will help towards the utilities users. The software doesn't seem to go into an in depth representation of the electrical etc
such as being able to show running of plumbing, cables etc in certain parts of the plan from what looked at. There is a large
variety of features included though, going down to science and math aspect, but may not be something so necessary for the
brief. User can access account of any web browser or mobile device and can view their plans, user can share their plans on
any social media page and can view any files etc attached to the plan.
Overview: It is very usable and gives a simple, clear representation of a floor plan, with allowing small customisation but not
making it necessary. It has a lot of useful features but may not be needed to the extent for the brief. It is a lot more of a
desirable way of viewing the plan for the users than the other systems. The environment that the user works in is very user
friendly as it is very similar to simple software programs such as Microsoft. Free download for certain amount of time, can
purchase software as standard, business to enterprise. Costs go up depending on amount of features included, but features
provided are not relevant to floor planning system alone.
*Gliffy - Aim of system is to be able to create a bird’s eye view of the users plans, including structural elements of the
property to placing decorative features and appliances. Lets the user be able to show a real estate floor plan for potential
buyers, depict architectural changes, include electrical and telecommunications needs (outlets, cables, sockets, phone
placement) and also interior design elements.
Displays grid for easy structure. When wanting to create a floor plan, was directed to a chart system set up, which is good for
writing down ideas towards floor plan, but was difficult to find how to start on a floor plan afterwards. A long process in
constructing rooms as they had to be put together piece by piece. The dimensions feature was also something that seemed a
bit of an exhaustive process, would be better if dimension features were included with scaling. There isn’t much of a wide
selection of features to add to the plans and the description of the system proposed that electrical would be included, however
these features to the extent they were described could not be seen in the process. It wasn’t the easiest system to work around
either. It is a lot more simple looking and only provides a 2D view. The user can choose to export the plan in many different
formats. The user can decide to share the plan by an interactive web page, an image, embed code or via many social
networks. The user can also choose to collaborate their plans.
Overview: The system provides a more constructive, simple view of their plans. The system wasn’t the most user friendly in
that it was quite an exhaustive process to create simple features of the plan. The extent to which electrics etc were stated were
not to what would be desired in the brief. This system wouldn’t be most suitable for the users of the brief as it isn’t down to a
basic enough level for use. Free for casual users (five diagrams, no private diagrams), standard and business type is paid.
*Amikasa - Service has not yet be launched commercially. System description: an INDG initiative that allows home related
brands to market their products in a new way. Customers will be able to discover, configure and place furniture, decoration,
art and electronics in the home plan. User will be able to create a digital version of their home. Consumers will be able to run
home into an online mall. Pricing not stated.
*MagicPlan - an application that lets user create floor plans from taking pictures and the app creates the floor plans for the
user. Saves time and cost for the user. Floor planning is easy with being able to create new rooms and standard features. Very
similar to HomeStyler, in viewing and features of the system, but again doesn't really include any functional aspects to the
extent needed. Very much focuses on decorative side. User can share via social media sites, email and embed code. The
system becomes paid after a certain amount of usage. User can create own plan or use a pre created one. Service is free but
only allows sharing with users, if paid service then user is allowed to export plans, have access to all objects, have public and
commercial use and also customisable.
*RoomScan - An application, very easy to use and purpose for measuring dimensions of rooms. The process of creating floor
plans with the app is really simple to do and doesn’t take long i.e. it would not be a long-winded, difficult process for the
users targeting at. The application provides a drawn diagram/plan of the room measured for you and displays its area and
perimeter along with measurements for each wall. The application compares to MagicPlan in a way that the process of taking
the measurements is a lot more simple. There is a pro version of the application for a small fee.
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